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ABSTRACT

Systems and methods for automatically providing an adapter or a stub in a runtime

environment are provided. An adapter generator is provided with input parameters that

5 are in turn processed and input to a compiler. The compiler, in turn, is coupled to an 

adapter library used to store the generated adapters. The adapter library, in turn, provides 

adapters, on demand, to a runtime system when executing a bytecode, or a series of 

bytecodes.
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1. Field of Invention

The present invention relates to an apparatus for executing a bytecode in runtime 

5 system. The present invention also relates to a computer program product that implements 

a bytecode. The present invention also relates to in a computer system, a method for 

processing a bytecode in a runtime environment. The present invention also relates to a

computer program product that processes an bytecode in a runtime environment.

10 2. Description of Relevant Art

The Java™ programming language is an object-oriented high level programming 

language developed by Sun Microsystems and designed to be portable enough to be 

executed on a wide range of computers ranging from small personal computers up to

15 supercomputers. Computer programs written in Java (and other languages) may be 

compiled into virtual machine instructions for execution by a Java virtual machine. In 

general the Java virtual machine is an interpreter that decodes and executes the virtual 

machine instructions.

20 The virtual machine instructions for the Java virtual machine are bytecodes,

meaning they include one or more bytes. The bytecodes are stored in a particular file 

format called a "class file" that includes bytecodes for methods of a class. In addition to 

the bytecodes for methods of a class, the class file includes a symbol table as well as other 

ancillary information.

25
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A computer program embodied as Java bytecodes in one or more class files is 

platform independent. The computer program may be executed, unmodified, on any 

computer that is able to run an implementation of the Java virtual machine. The Java 

virtual machine is a software emulator of a “ generic” computer that is a major factor in

5 allowing computer programs for the Java virtual machine to be platform independent.

The Java virtual machine is commonly implemented as a software

interpreter. Conventional interpreters decode and execute the virtual machine instructions 

of an interpreted program one instruction at a time during execution. Compilers, on the 

other hand, decode source code into native machine instructions prior to execution so that

10 decoding is not performed during execution. Because conventional interpreters decode 

each instruction before it is executed repeatedly each time the instruction is encountered, 

execution of interpreted programs is typically quite a bit slower than compiled programs 

because the native machine instructions of compiled programs can be executed on the 

native machine or computer system without necessitating decoding. Therefore, whenever

15 performance is a significant factor, it is desirable to decode source code using the

compiler instead of the interpreter. In order to accomplish this, however, what is referred 

to as an adapter translates the execution stack used by the platform dependent interpreter 

to a form that is consistent with what the platform dependent compiler expects. 

Unfortunately, since the code generated by the platform dependent compiler may store

20 and communicate information in a manner different than the interpreter, a platform

specific adapter must be constructed for each platform on which the virtual machine runs. 

This typically requires a user to generate an adapter using, for example, assembler 

language or C++ code, for each platform. Coding an adapter for each platform on which 

the virtual machine runs is quite time consuming and prone to error.

25

Typically, the Java virtual machine will be written in a programming language 

other than the Java programming language (e.g., the C++ programming language). 

Therefore, execution of a Java program may involve execution of functions written in 

multiple programming languages. Additionally, the bytecodes themselves may call native

SUN1P231
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In general, preferred embodiments of the present invention provide innovative 

systems and methods for automatically generating a library of platform dependent adapters 

and stubs for use in a virtual machine.

• · ·• · • ·

According to the present invention, there is provided an apparatus for executing a 

bytecode in runtime system, comprising:

10 a bytecode source;

an interpreter coupled to the bytecode source used to interpret the bytecode; 

a compiler coupled to the bytecode source used to compile the bytecode; 

a runtime system coupled to the interpreter and coupled to the compiler, wherein

the runtime system is arranged to execute the interpreted bytecode when the bytecode is 

15 interpreted by the interpreter, and wherein the runtime system is arranged to execute the

compiled bytecode when the bytecode is compiled by the compiler;

an adapter/stub generator unit coupled to the compiler arranged to provide on

demand an adapter source code or a stub source code to the compiler;

a library coupled to the compiler and the runtime system arranged to store adapters

20 and stubs compiled by the compiler, wherein when the runtime system retrieves an adapter 

when required.

• ·

The present invention also provides a computer program product that implements 

an apparatus for processing a bytecode, comprising:

25 computer code that interprets a received bytecode;

computer code that compiles the received bytecode;

computer code that generates an adapter when requested by the compiler;

computer code that stores the adapter and provides the adapter to a runtime system

when executing compiled or interpreted bytecodes; and

30 a computer readable medium that stores the computer codes.



The present invention also provides in a computer system, a method for processing

a bytecode in a runtime environment, the method comprising:

determining if a platform-dependent adapter is required in order to process the

bytecode;

5 determining if the adapter is located in an adapter library if the adapter is required;

generating the adapter if it is determined that the required adapter is not in the

library;

storing the generated adapter in the library; 

providing the adapter to the runtime environment; and

10 executing the bytecode.
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The present invention also provides a computer program product that processes an 

bytecode in a runtime environment, comprising:

computer code that provides a bytecode;

15 computer code that determines if a platform-dependent adapter is required to

execute the bytecode and generates the required adapter when the required adapter is not 

present in an adapter library and provides the required adapter to the runtime system on 

demand; and

a computer readable medium that stores the computer codes.

20

Other features and advantages of the invention will become readily apparent upon 

review of the following detailed description in association with the accompanying 

drawings.

• · · ·
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Preferred embodiments of the present invention are hereafter described, by way of 

5 non-limiting example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a computer system that may be utilized to execute 

the software of an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 2 shows a system block diagram of the computer system of FIG. 1.

10 FIG. 3 shows how a Java source code program is executed.

FIG. 4 shows the components of an implementation of a Java runtime system.

FIG' 5 illustrates frames for functions that are stored on an execution stack.

FIG. 6 shows an embodiment of the invention in a Java Virtual Machine.

FIG. 7 shows a flowchart for adapter/stub usage in a Java Virtual Machine.

15 FIG. 8 shows a flowchart for generating an adapter/stub.

• · · · 
·· · ·



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

Definitions

• · · ·

5 Function - A software routine (also called a subroutine, procedure, member

function, and method).

Frame (or activation frame, activation record) - A record that is stored on the 

execution stack for a function to store information for execution of the function, such 

information may include state variables, local variables and an operand stack.

10 Execution stack - A stack utilized during program execution to store frames for

functions in their sequential calling order. When a function (“callee”) is called, a frame 

for the function is pushed on the execution stack. Subsequently, when the function 

terminates, the frame is popped off the stack and the function (“ caller”) for the frame on 

the top of the execution stack resumes execution.

15 Operand stack - A stack utilized to store operands for use by machine instructions

during execution.

External code - Computer code that is written in a programming language other 

than a specific programming language (e.g., the Java programming language). For 

example, the Java virtual machine may be written in the C++ programming language and

20 the Java virtual machine could be deemed external code in reference to the Java code of a 

program that is being interpreted (external code include native methods).

Native methods - Functions that are written in a programming language other than 

the Java programming language. Native methods may be called by a Java program that 

causes them to be dynamically loaded and executed. Additionally, native methods may

25 call functions written in the Java programming language.

In the description that follows, the present invention will be described in reference

to a preferred embodiment that implements an execution stack for a Java virtual machine

that executes a Java program (e.g., bytecodes). In particular, examples will be described

SUN1P231
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in which the Java virtual machine is written in the C++ programming language. However, 

the invention is not limited to any particular language, computer architecture, or specific 

implementation. Therefore, the description of the embodiments that follow is for 

purposes of illustration and not limitation.

5 FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a computer system that may be used to execute the

software of an embodiment of the invention. FIG. 1 shows a computer system 1 that 

includes a display 3, screen 5, cabinet 7, keyboard 9, and mouse 11. Mouse 11 may have 

one or more buttons for interacting with a graphical user interface. Cabinet 7 houses a 

CD-ROM drive 13, system memory and a hard drive (see FIG. 2) which may be utilized

10 to store and retrieve software programs incorporating computer code that implements the

invention, data for use with the invention, and the like. Although the CD-ROM 15 is 

shown as an exemplary computer readable storage medium, other computer readable 

storage media including floppy disk, tape, flash memory, system memory, and hard drive 

may be utilized. Additionally, a data signal embodied in a carrier wave (e.g., in a network

15 including the Internet) may be the computer readable storage medium.

FIG. 2 shows a system block diagram of computer system 1 used to execute the

software of an embodiment of the invention. As in FIG. 1, computer system 1 includes 

monitor 3 and keyboard 9, and mouse 11. Computer system 1 further includes subsystems 

such as a central processor 51, system memory 53, fixed storage 55 (e.g., hard drive),

20 removable storage 57 (e.g., CD-ROM drive), display adapter 59, sound card 61, speakers 

63, and network interface 65. Other computer systems suitable for use with the invention 

may include additional or fewer subsystems. For example, another computer system 

could include more than one processor 51 (i.e., a multi-processor system), or a cache 

memory.

25 The system bus architecture of computer system 1 is represented by arrows 67.

However, these arrows are illustrative of any interconnection scheme serving to link the 

subsystems. For example, a local bus could be utilized to connect the central processor to 

the system memory and display adapter. Computer system 1 shown in FIG. 2 is but an

SUN1P231
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example of a computer system suitable for use with the invention. Other computer

architectures having different configurations of subsystems may also be utilized.

Typically, computer programs written in the Java programming language are 

compiled into bytecodes or Java virtual machine instructions that are then executed by a

5 Java virtual machine. The bytecodes are stored in class files that are input into the Java 

virtual machine for interpretation. FIG. 3 shows a progression of a simple piece of Java 

source code through execution by an interpreter in the Java virtual machine.

Java source code 101 includes the classic Hello World program written in Java. 

The source code is then input into a bytecode compiler 103 that compiles the source code

10 into bytecodes. The bytecodes are virtual machine instructions as they will be executed 

by a software emulated computer. Typically, virtual machine instructions are generic (i.e 

not designed for any specific microprocessor or computer architecture) but this is not 

required. The bytecode compiler outputs a Java class file 105 that includes the bytecodes 

for the Java program.

15 The Java class file is input into a Java virtual machine 107. The Java virtual

machine is an interpreter that decodes and executes the bytecodes in the Java class file. 

The Java virtual machine is an interpreter, but is commonly referred to as a virtual 

machine as it emulates a microprocessor or computer architecture in software (e.g., the 

microprocessor or computer architecture that may not exist in hardware).

20 FIG. 4 shows the components of an implementation of a Java runtime system.

Implementations of the Java virtual machine are known as Java runtime systems. A Java 

runtime system 201 may receive input of Java class files 203, standard built-in Java 

classes 205 and native methods 207 in order to execute a Java program. The standard 

built-in Java classes may be classes for objects such as threads, strings and the like. The

25 native methods may be written in programming languages other than the Java

programming language. The native methods are typically stored in dynamic link libraries 

(DLLs) or shared libraries.

The Java runtime system may also interface with an operating system 209. For

example, input/output functions may be handled by the operating system, including

SUN1P231
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providing the Java runtime system with interfaces to Java class files 203, standard built-in

Java classes 205 and native methods 207.

A dynamic class loader and verifier 211 loads Java class files 203 and standard 

built-in Java classes 205 via operating system 209 into a memory 213. Additionally, the

5 dynamic class loader and verifier may verify the correctness of the bytecodes in the Java 

class files, reporting any errors that are detected.

A native method linker 215 links in native methods 207 via operating system 209 

into the Java runtime system and stores the native methods in memory 213. As shown, 

memory 213 may include a class and method area for the Java classes and a native method

10 area for native methods. The class and method area in memory 213 may be stored in a

garbage collected heap. As new objects are created, they are stored in the garbage 

collected heap. The Java runtime system, not the application, is responsible for 

reclaiming memory in the garbage collected heap when space is no longer being utilized.

At the heart of the Java runtime system shown in FIG. 4 is an execution engine

15 217. The execution engine carries out the instructions stored in memory 213 and may be

implemented in software, hardware or a combination of the two. The execution engine 

supports object-oriented applications and conceptually, there are multiple execution 

engines running concurrently, one for each Java thread. Execution engine 217 may also 

utilize support code 221. The support code may provide functionality relating to

20 exceptions, threads, security, and the like.

As a Java program executes, functions are sequentially called within each thread.

For each thread there is an execution stack which stores frames for each of the functions 

that have not completed execution. A frame stores information for execution of the 

function, such information may include state variables, local variables and an operand

25 stack. As a function is called, a frame for the function is pushed on the execution stack. 

When the function terminates, the function’s frame is popped off the execution stack. 

Accordingly, only the function corresponding to the frame on the top of the execution 

stack is active, the functions that correspond to frames below the top of the execution

SUN1P231
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stack have had their execution suspended until the function they called returns (i.e.,

terminates).

FIG. 5 illustrates frames for functions that are stored on an execution stack. An 

execution stack 301 is shown having a frame 303 on the top of the execution stack and

5 frames 305 and 307 stored below frame 303, respectively. A stack pointer SP points to 

the top of the execution stack while a frame pointer FP points to a frame pointer in the 

frame on the top of execution stack 301.

Each frame is shown to include state variables, local variables and an operand 

stack for the function corresponding to the frame. Additionally, the last item stored in the

10 frame is a frame pointer which points to the frame pointer in the frame below the current 

frame on the execution stack as shown by arrows 309 and 311.

When a function calls another function, the system first pushes the return address 

for the current function on execution stack 301 and then pushes a new frame for the 

recently called function. In this manner, when the new function returns, the system is able

15 to pop the frame at the top of the execution stack and then pop the return address off the 

execution stack and set the program counter equal to this return address so that execution 

of the calling function may resume. Accordingly, that is the reason frames 305 and 307 

include return addresses and the active frame 303 does not include a return address. 

However, if the function corresponding to frame 303 calls another function, the return

20 address would be pushed on execution stack 301 before the frame for the new function is 

pushed on the execution stack.

The frame pointers allow the system to accurately traverse the frames on the 

execution stack. For example, stack pointer SP and frame pointer FP delineate the frame 

on the top of the execution stack. Furthermore, the frame pointer in frame 303 specifies

25 the next frame on the execution stack. The address just below the frame pointer in frame 

303 is the beginning of the next frame on the execution stack and the contents of the frame 

pointer of frame 303 specify the last item in the next frame on the execution stack which 

is frame 305. Similarly, the frame pointer in frame 305 specifies the location of the next 

frame on the execution stack. Therefore, the chain of frame pointers allows the system to

SUN1P231
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traverse the frames on the execution stack (e.g., when the frames are popped off the

execution stack).

Although FIG. 5 shows an implementation of an execution stack, the invention is 

not limited to the implementation shown. For example, the execution stack is shown as

5 growing upwards in memory, however, it should be clear that the stack may also grow 

downwards in memory. Furthermore, the information stored in each frame may vary 

depending upon the implementation.

More recently, the Java programming language, an object-oriented language, has 

introduced the possibility of compiling output (called bytecode) that can run on any

10 computer system platform for which a Java virtual machine (or bytecode interpreter) is 

provided. The Java virtual machine is designed to convert the bytecode into instructions 

that can be executed by the actual hardware processor. Using this virtual machine, rather 

than being interpreted one instruction at a time, bytecode can be recompiled at each 

particular system platform by, in some cases, a just-in-time (JIT) compiler.

15 Fig. 6 illustrates an apparatus that includes a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 600 in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention. In the Java programming language and 

environment, a just-in-time (JIT) compiler is a program that turns Java bytecode into 

instructions that can be sent directly to the processor. After a Java program has been 

written, the Java source language statements are compiled by the Java compiler into Java

20 bytecode rather than into code that contains instructions that match a particular hardware 

platform's processor (for example, an Intel Pentium microprocessor or an IBM 

System/390 processor). The Java bytecode is platform-independent code that can be sent 

to any platform and run on that platform.

More particularly, when bytecodes are provided to a JIT compiler provided by a

25 compiler 602, the compilation of methods contained in bytecodes 604 is delayed until the 

methods are about to be executed. When bytecodes 604 are provided to an interpreter 

606, bytecodes 604 are read into interpreter 606 one bytecode at a time. Interpreter 606 

then loads parameters corresponding to the operations defined by the bytecode into the 

execution stack 500. Once loaded, the interpreter 606 performs the operation defined by

SUN1P231
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the bytecode 604. That is, interpreter 606 “interprets” bytecodes 604, as will be

appreciated by those skilled in the art. In general, interpreter 606 processes bytecodes 604

and performs operations associated with bytecodes 604 substantially continuously.

When a method is invoked by another method or, if the method is interpreted,

5 runtime system 608 obtains the method in the form of a sequence of bytecodes 604, which

may be directly executed by interpreter 606. If, on the other hand, the method which is 

invoked is a compiled method which has not been compiled, runtime system 608 also 

obtains the method in the form of a sequence of bytecodes 604, then may go on to activate 

the platform specific compiler provided by the compiler 602. The compiler 602 then

10 generates machine instructions from bytecodes 604, and the resulting machine-language 

instructions may be executed directly by the target platform operating system 610. In 

general, the machine-language instructions are discarded when virtual machine 600 

terminates.

In order to compile a bytecode or sequence of bytecodes in the compiler 602,

15 however, a finite amount of compilation time is required. Compilers decode source code 

into native machine instructions prior to execution so that decoding is not performed 

during execution. Because conventional interpreters decode each source code instruction 

before it is executed repeatedly each time the instruction is encountered, execution of 

interpreted programs is typically quite a bit slower than compiled programs because the

20 native machine instructions of compiled programs can be executed on the native machine 

or computer system without necessitating source code decoding. Therefore, whenever 

performance is a significant factor, it is desirable to decode source code using the compiler 

instead of the interpreter. Therefore, when a bytecode or sequence of bytecodes is 

received by the virtual machine 600, a determination is made whether or not the bytecode

25 or sequence of bytecodes is to be interpreted by the interpreter or compiled by the 

compiler. In the case where a received bytecode or sequence of bytecodes is to be 

processed by executing compiled code, for example, and the previous bytecode or 

sequence of bytecodes had been processed by the interpreter, a platform specific adapter 

must be provided. The platform specific interpreter to compiled-code (I/C) adapter is used

SUN1P231
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to translate the execution stack 500 used by the interpreter to one that can be used by the

compiled code. In addition, the adapter may update the state of other components in the

system.

Alternatively, when a previous bytecode or sequence of bytecodes has been 

5 processed by executing compiled code, possibly generated by the compiler 602, and it is

determined to be more execution efficient to interpret the current bytecode or sequence of 

bytecodes, then a compiled-code to interpreter (C/f) adapter must be provided to 

appropriately translate the execution stack 500 to one that can be used by the interpreter. 

In addition, the adapter may update the state of other components in the system.

10 When either an I/C adapter or a C/I adapter is created, it is stored in a library 614

coupled to the compiler 602 and the runtime system 608. In this way, whenever it is 

determined that a particular adapter is required, then the library 614 is queried and if that 

particular adapter is not present, then it is created. In order to create a particular platform 

specific adapter, various platform dependent inputs are required. In one embodiment,

15 these inputs include, for example, known type of caller, known type of callee, known 

parameter number and types for callee, calling convention, etc.

Fig. 7 is a flowchart detailing a process 700 for processing a bytecode or sequence 

of bytecodes in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. The process 700 begins 

at 702 when a bytecode or sequence of bytecodes is received. A determination at 704 is

20 made whether the bytecode or sequence of bytecodes will be interpreted or processed by 

executing compiled code. If the bytecode or sequence of bytecodes is to be processed by 

executing compiled code, then a determination is made at 708 if an I/C adapter is required. 

If the adapter is not required, then the bytecode or sequence of bytecodes is processed by 

executing compiled code at 710 the results of which is returned at 711. If, however, the

25 adapter is required, then a determination is made at 712 if the required adapter is stored in 

the library. If the required adapter is not stored in the library, then the required adapter is 

generated at 714 otherwise the required adapter is retrieved from the library at 716. In 

either case, the adapter is compiled at 718 after which the adapter is stored in the library at 

720 and preparation is made to execute the compiled code at 722. Once the preparation is

SUN1P231
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complete, the bytecode or sequence of bytecodes is processed by executing compiled

bytecode at 710.

After the results of the execution of the compiled bytecode (or bytecodes) is 

returned at 711, a determination is made at 724 if more bytecodes are available. If more

5 bytecodes are available, then control is passed to 704 and the bytecode(s) are received, 

otherwise, the process 700 stops.

Returning to 704, if it was determined that the received bytecode or sequence of 

bytecodes is to be interpreted, then a determination at 726 is made whether or not the C/I 

adapter is required. If the adapter is not required, then the bytecode or sequence of

10 bytecodes is interpreted at 728 the result of which is returned at 730. If, however, the

adapter is required, then a determination is made at 732 if the required adapter is stored in 

the library. If the required adapter is not stored in the library, then the required adapter is 

generated at 734 otherwise the required adapter is retrieved from the library at 736. In 

either case, the adapter is compiled at 738 after which adapter is stored in the library at

15 740. At 742 preparation is made to interpret the bytecode(s) after which the bytecode(s) is

interpreted at 728 the result of which is returned at 730.

After the results of the interpreted bytecode(s) is returned at 730, a determination 

is made at 724 if more bytecodes are available. If more bytecodes are available, then 

control is passed to 704 and the bytecode(s) are received, otherwise, the process 700 stops.

20 Fig. 8 is a flowchart detailing a process 800 for generating an adapter/stub in

accordance with the embodiment of the invention. The process 800 begins at 802 by 

identifying the parameters for the call to compiled code and pertinent machine state. .

Next, the input parameters and machine state are mapped to the inputs of the compiled 

code call at 804. At 806, the machine state and return values are mapped to the return

25 point of the interpreter to compiled-code adapter. At 808, the adapter/stub representation 

is provided to the compiler for compilation and generation of object code.

While the above is a complete description of preferred embodiments of the

invention, there is alternatives, modifications, and equivalents may be used. It should be

evident that the invention is equally applicable by making appropriate modifications to the

SUN1P23I
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embodiments described above. For example, the embodiments described have been in

reference to an execution stack including Java frames, but the principles of the present

invention may be readily applied to other systems and languages. Therefore, the above

description should not be taken as limiting the scope of the invention that is defined by the

5 meets and bounds of the impended claims along with their full scope of equivalents.

Throughout this specification and claims which follow, unless the context requires 

otherwise, the word "comprise", and variations such as "comprises" and "comprising", will 

be understood to imply the inclusion of a stated integer or step or group of integers or steps

10 but not the exclusion of any other integer or step or group of integers or steps.

The reference to any prior art in this specification is not, and should not be taken 

as, an acknowledgment or any form of suggestion that that prior art forms part of the 

common general knowledge in Australia.

15

• · · ·



THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

····

1. An apparatus for executing a bytecode in runtime system, comprising:

5 a bytecode source;

an interpreter coupled to the bytecode source used to interpret the

bytecode;

a compiler coupled to the bytecode source used to compile the bytecode; 

a runtime system coupled to the interpreter and coupled to the compiler,

10 wherein the runtime system is arranged to execute the interpreted bytecode when the

bytecode is interpreted by the interpreter, and wherein the runtime system is arranged to 

execute the compiled bytecode when the bytecode is compiled by the compiler;

an adapter/stub generator unit coupled to the compiler arranged to provide 

on demand an adapter source code or a stub source code to the compiler;

15 a library coupled to the compiler and the runtime system arranged to store

adapters and stubs compiled by the compiler, wherein when the runtime system retrieves 

an adapter when required.

2. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the bytecode is one of a series 

20 of bytecodes.

3. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein the adapter generator is 

provided with adapter input parameters used to generate the required adapter.

25 4. A computer program product that implements an apparatus for processing a

bytecode, comprising:

computer code that interprets a received bytecode; 

computer code that compiles the received bytecode;

SUN1P231
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computer code that generates an adapter when requested by the compiler; 

computer code that stores the adapter and provides the adapter to a runtime system

when executing compiled or interpreted bytecodes; and

a computer readable medium that stores the computer codes.

5

5. In a computer system, a method for processing a bytecode in a runtime 
environment, the method comprising:

determining if a platform-dependent adapter is required in order to process the 

bytecode;

10 determining if the adapter is located in an adapter library if the adapter is required;

generating the adapter if it is determined that the required adapter is not in the

library;

storing the generated adapter in the library; 

providing the adapter to the runtime environment; and

15 executing the bytecode.

6. A computer program product that processes an bytecode in a runtime 

environment, comprising:

computer code that provides a bytecode;

20 computer code that determines if a platform-dependent adapter is required to

execute the bytecode and generates the required adapter when the required adapter is not 

present in an adapter library and provides the required adapter to the runtime system on 

demand; and

a computer readable medium that stores the computer codes.

25

7. The computer program product of claim 6, wherein the computer readable 

medium is selected from the group consisting of CD-OM, floppy disk, tape, flash memory, 

system memory, hard drive, and data signal embodied in a carrier wave.
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8. Apparatus for executing a bytecode substantially as hereinbefore described with

reference to the accompanying drawings.

9. A computer program product substantially as hereinbefore described with reference

5 to the accompanying drawings.

10. In a computer system, a method of processing a bytecode substantially as 

hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

10

DATED this 1st Day of March, 2004

15 Sun Microsystems, Inc.
by its Patent Attorneys 

DAVIES COLLISON CAVE

20
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INPUTS/OUTPUTS EXECUTING SOFTWARE/ 
SYSTEMS

JAVA SOURCE CODE

public class HelloWorld { ; 
pulbic static void main (String args[]) { 

System.out.println("Hellb World!");

}
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